GROW AT “OM”

27 minutes to self-care for
only $27 a month online
membership

SIGN UP

Never again miss class because of traffic, childcare needs or in studio classes not lining up
with your schedule!

You have chosen to fold laundry over rolling out your mat for the last time ever!

Does this sound like you? You have just put your baby down for a nap and there is a
pile of laundry, a sink of dirty dishes or the temptation to lie down outweighing your
desire to do some Yoga?

Or do you have time in between meetings or you just need a quick break before you
tackle your next project but instead of rolling out the mat you mindlessly scroll ocial
media?

We have certainly procrastinated prioritizing our practice ourselves when life gets
overwhelming. Sometimes it feels too hard to motivate ourselves to move our bodies
or even find stillness. There are days when you just don’t feel like it. We get it!

But how many times do you come out of Savasana or a meditation saying “I wish I did
the dishes instead.” or “That was a waste of my time.” We usually feel elated after we
have done some movement or mindfulness practice. Our bodies and minds get
stimulated and reset so we can be more productive and happier in our day to day lives.

Yoga and even meditation can give us the boost of energy we need to tackle
our to do list and daily responsibilities!
We have designed a Yoga online membership for the
overtired, overscheduled and overstressed Yogi in mind. Our
27 minutes to self-care allows you to:
Choose a time that works BEST for you to practice with our pre-recorded videos
27 minute classes allows for ultimate flexibility of your schedule
A wide range of offerings from VInyasa, Ashtanga, Restorative, Yin, Meditation,
Prenatal, Postnatal, Pilates, Core and more!
Pick and choose what you want to work on that day from a power flow to a
slow flow
Combine shorter videos to suit you that day like pairing a quick meditation
with a strong workout or pranayama with a restorative class
2 new videos a week to keep the content fresh and current
Access the entire media library to revisit your favorite sequence or theme!

Move, find stillness and breathe morning or night
to escape your hectic lives and retreat at “Om”!
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FAQ’s
“Can I watch a video more than once?”
Yes you have unlimited access to the media library as long as you are a member.
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“As a member do I have access to workshops and other courses?”
Workshops, trainings or courses are not included in the membership. These offerings can be
purchased separately in the products page.
“Can I stop the membership whenever I want?”
If you are paying month by month then yes of course. If you purchased an annual
membership then you can cancel when the year is up.
”I am new to Yoga is this the right membership for me?“
Yes definitely! We have a wide range of classes offered from beginner to more advanced
Yoga, Workouts, Meditation and more so you can choose what is best for you! Grow your
practice with our different levels over time and at your own pace.
This is our Beta Launch of our annual membership for only $197 normally $297. That
is $100 in savings! Expires May 31! Code: LAUNCH This price won't be offered again!
Testimonials:
Here are what some of our Students are saying who tried our online courses!
“Thank you Sarah and Carri. This is the first time, outside the Yoga Retreat that I did with you
(in person) that I have managed to meditate first thing every day. I feel like it is really helping
and grounding me. Namaste to both of you beautiful souls!” Gina ~ Stay Om Online Retreat.
"I am LOVING the Stay OM meditations. Thank you so much for this gift! You have been a
HUGE force for me in learning yoga and growing my practice.” Deena ~ Stay Om Online
Retreat.

